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‘Praying With Icons’ Exhibition

A photograph from Wednesday
4th December 2013, the Private
View opened by Bishop Jonathan
Meyrick, the nephew of Father
David.

their commissions hang.

Over 100 people, including several
family members of both iconographers were present.

Above all, the Exhibition is a testament to the dedication of the pioneering work of two people who
quietly and with dedication continued a tradition going back centuries, in modern times.
We hope to share more news and
images from the exhibition with
you in the next newsletter!

The Exhibition in the Hostry, Norwich Cathedral, shows a sample
collection of the work of the Iconographers with 2 short films showing
footage of the men working and a
Google map showing many of the
churches and institutions where

Over 40 years of combined work
produced many icons, the breadth
and variety being shown in the various displays.

St Seraphim’s Trust would like to express grateful thanks
to our funders, supporters and friends :

Looking back on 2013...
2013 has been a significant year for St
Seraphim’s . The
Heritage Lottery
Stage One ‘Award
for Development’
enabled the establishing of an office at St
Seraphim’s and the
bringing in of expertise through consultants and volunteers.
Through the work of the Steering
Committee, a core group of volunteers has been established who
have been working on the archives, and some of the material
has been used for the forthcoming
Exhibition in the Hostry of Norwich Cathedral. Inventories have
been made of the documents, photographs and negatives and they
have been sorted and listed and
inventories of commissions, Icons
and books have been typed up.

In the Summer we
said goodbye to
Jess, who came first
as a student working
on her thesis in
2011, then joined us
as an employee; setting up the office
systems and liaising
with the volunteer
who set up and runs
the website to expand communications with village
networks and beyond. By working
on the Stage 2 bid for Heritage
Lottery Funding and co-ordinating
with the Consultants, Jess did a
brilliant job as Administrator and
her computer and photographic
skills were put to good use both in
displays and documentation, including publicity. Jess continues
to help as a volunteer, via the use
of emails and computer technology, plus the odd visit when she is

home! Jess has produced an excellent leaflet for the Friends of St
Seraphim’s as well as the poster
for the Exhibition.
The Trust is forging ahead with
the work, despite the setback of
being unsuccessful in the Heritage
Lottery bid. The work completed
in the development year by the
Consultants has been invaluable
and through the initiating and analysing of surveys to test the areas
of interest to be furthered, we have
the basis for the current plans and
it is mainly thanks to the HLF
grant that all the following developments have been possible.
Chris Allen, a volunteer with excellent strategy skills, is working
with the Architect to outline possible phases of work, using the facts
and knowledge from the surveys
and drawings resulting from the
architect and quantity surveyor’s
work.

...and a look ahead to 2014
The aim to develop a Visitor’s
Centre, for the study of iconography and a centre for railway
heritage and pilgrimage, linked
to a community garden that
reflects the quiet spirituality of
the Chapel, is the focus.

The individuals giving their time
and labour are part of the progress.
The Heritage Lottery Fund has
encouraged us to apply to another
of their funding programmes. The
application will be submitted in
January.. We are also looking to
submit bids for funding to other

charities. The importance of the
icon collection has been recognised
and there is vital cleaning and restoration work to be done before
these can be displayed for veneration, interest and study.The railway
enabled the revival of pilgrimage
and here is another story to tell.

Making Movies and Maps
An enthusiastic group of third year
students from the University of
East Anglia have taken on the
task of making two short films,
one on Iconography and one on
the station and pilgrimage. Their
enthusiasm particularly showed
when they came out to film on the
day of the recent storm. We hope
to be able to show both films at the
Exhibition. This work will be part
of their degree course work.
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Ed Wilson, a student from Wymondham College also gave his
time to prepare a world ‘Google’
map in the Summer, showing the
churches and institutions where
Father David and Leon’s work
hangs. Some images were received
of icons which were not listed in
our archives, adding to the diversity of the work completed during
the 40 and more years of Icon
painting here.
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Lines on the Railway
and is much appreciated.

As well as facts and images gathered relating to the iconography,
there has been enthusiastic support
from railway enthusiasts, sending
photographs and memories. For
example, a G.E.R. volunteer has
given his time to visit on two occasions in order to make detailed
drawings of the Station and we
look forward to his finished survey, which will be illustrated with
photographs. It was a fellow member of the G.E.R. Society who had
alerted him to the fact, that despite
the conversion of the booking office and gentleman’s waiting room
into an Orthodox Chapel, much of
the station remained unaltered and

with original fittings. It is encouraging to learn more about the station and its past use from people
who have so much information
and knowledge about the buildings
and workings of the railway.
The invaluable assistance of Anne
Milton, who has been working for
hours on the archives, means we
have information showing the revival of pilgrimage through the
train. Bernadette Schmidt has contributed immensely to the Exhibition and to the archiving work and
also Brigid Harrison.The help and
support from these 3 ladies has
kept the Exhibition work on track

The development of the Wells
Fakenham Railway was limited to
9 and a half miles of track and included two Stations, Wells-NextThe-Sea and Walsingham, with
both buildings remaining. Many
artefacts have been uncovered by
the Community Payback volunteers during the course of the development of the garden and a visit to the archives at Holkham enabled us to relate the contracts of
purchases to some specific objects
found in the ground. It is fascinating to look at the specification of
the buildings and to identify items
such as the doorknobs, which are
still in place, and to see the order
letters for them.
Everyone has been so helpful and
encouraging and a picture is
emerging of the lives of the people
who worked on the station, from
one former employee who wrote
of his time working at the station
as “like being in heaven”, to the
memory of a pilgrim saying how
the children from the Sanctuary
School would meet them to carry
their luggage, though not all pilgrims were afforded this assistance!

Thank you for the hearts, hands and hours!
The individuals who contribute regularly to St Seraphim’s Trust are the invisible but no less effective helpers to the
ongoing work and to you all, a grateful
and heartfelt thank you! On December
8th 2013 it will be 20 years since Father
David died and many of those who give
regularly do so because of the memory
of both Father David and Leon Liddament and the work they did, both in
establishing a permanent Orthodox presence in Walsingham and their dedicated
pioneering work in Iconography.
In an obituary for Father David the following was expressed: ‘As someone
remarked, when he arrived in WalsingVOLUME 3, ISSUE 2

ham in the winter months of 1966 he
had a handful of followers: when he fell
asleep in the Lord, almost exactly 27
years later to the day, hundreds of people, both clergy and laity, lost a father in
this world.’
Father David was known for his advice
and wise counsel and for the work he
did to establish the Orthodox mission in
this country, Memory Eternal!
The forthcoming Exhibition of Father
David’s and Leon’s work in Norwich
Cathedral is both in thanksgiving and
appreciation for their lives and their
dedication to their work, as well as in
response to the interest there is in Icono-

graphy generally.
Worksheets for children to engage with
the icons in the Exhibition have been
made by volunteers, using line drawings
from the archives as well as images of
some of the icons themselves. There
will also be postcards on sale in the
Cathedral shop as well as a Christmas
card and a card of the Community garden by Cordelia Jones, whose wood
engraving of St Seraphim’s from the
1970’s is well-known. The Cathedral
Staff have been marvellous in their support and St Seraphim’s volunteers have
been unfailing in their commitment to
realise this ambitious project.
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The Chapel of St. Seraphim is a place of Orthodox Christian
worship. The Faith to which it bears witness is that of the Undivided Christian Church before West and East became separated in the
Eleventh Century. Its ancient tradition of worship and prayer is
rooted in its biblical and apostolic inheritance, and is expressed in
living symbolic form.
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In 1966 the Anglican Shrine authorities asked that someone be sent
to take care of the Orthodox chapel there, and Father Mark Meyrick
(who subsequently became a monk, with the name David) came to
undertake that task. It was soon apparent that the open plan construction of the chapel was unsuited to a pattern of regular services
and in 1967 Father David and three companions, with £25 between
them, settled in this building which, until the closure of the railway
in the early 60s, had been Walsingham's station on the line between
Wells and Fakenham. They converted the booking hall and ticket
office into the nave and altar of their new chapel, and crowned it
with bell tower, onion dome and cross. The painting and selling of
icons was, from the outset, an important part of the Orthodox witness here. Following Father David's death in 1993, his colleague
Leon Liddament continued and developed that tradition until his
own death in 2010.

Wishing a Happy Christmas
to all our readers and a
Peaceful New Year!

Christ is Born,
glorify Him!

In the Garden
The work in the Community Garden
has been ongoing and thanks go to all
the volunteers who have been steadfast in their support to St Seraphim’s
Community garden project. Sadly, the
Workout Project can no longer come as
they have no minibus and are reliant on
public transport, but the fruits of their
labour are visible in the garden and
Derek and Pauline Hill and Roger have
continued to come when they can to
help with the feature of the Celtic Cross
and to give valuable support.
The Community Payback
unpaid workers
have
continued in
their
commitment to
the project
and
the
hedge was
cut for the
first time a
month ago,

the planting of which was one of the
first jobs undertaken by the Community
Payback workers. A shaded pergola
opposite the rebuilt workman’s hut provide two areas of space for sitting and
relaxing in the quite of the garden, with
electricity to boil the kettle for refreshments during gardening work.
Another pergola, near to the volunteer
hut, provides support for the roses and
clematis growing up it, another testament to the skill and enthusiasm of the
volunteers. Recently the weeds were
removed from the station platform, on a
windy day, one of the more tedious but
none the less important tasks the volunteers turn their hands to. All the volunteers have been dedicated, hard-working
and enthusiastic; a small group achieving significant progress.
The steps leading from the platform to
the garden have been removed as they
were unsafe.The soil has been shored up
with sleepers and planted to make a
welcoming entrance to the community
garden.The final phase to be completed

will be the provision of a ramp and a
path for public access.This is part of the
fundraising programme.
Throughout the Summer visitors have
been giving encouragement, looking
over the fence at the gardening in progress and also leaving their written comments of encouragement in the visitors’
book in the porch. Thank you in particular to the lady who wrote in the visitors
book, ‘Please don’t change the chapel
too much, it is lovely as it is’. Agreed,
but we would like disabled people to be
able to come
in and there
are a few
necessary
repairs and
redecoration
needed.
Also there
are some of
the icons to
be hung in
the chapel
once
cleaned.

